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Crater Lab 

 

Purpose (Learning Target) 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Hypothesis: 

Calculate the hypothetical potential energy for the marble and the ball bearing dropped from three heights.  Be sure to 

convert grams to kilograms for the mass of the objects before doing the calculation for GPE.  Summarize the hypothesis 

in this table: 

GPE = m·g·h 

HYPOTHETICAL POTENTIAL ENERGY CALCULATIONS 

Mass of Object (kg) Acceleration of Gravity (m/s²) Height object fell (m) = kg·m² / s² (Joule) 

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

Materials: 

Procedure: 

Data/Results/Observations: 

Must include: 

a. Data table identifying crater depths for the marble dropped from 0.25, 0.45, and 0.65 m. 

b. Data table identifying crater depths for the ball bearing dropped from 0.25, 0.45, and 0.65 m. 

c. Additional observations (for example:  what happens to crater diameter when the drop height is 

changed?) 

d. Graph comparing marble and ball bearing data. 

 

 

Marble Crater Data     

          Crater Depth (mm) 

    Trial     

 Drop Height (m) 1 2 3 Average 

 .25         

 .45         

 .65         
      

Mass of marble__ g = ___ kg     

Use this handout as a guide 

COMPLETE ASSIGNMENT IN YOUR NOTEBOOK 

Refer to format for additional instructions. 



 

Ball Bearing Crater Data    

       Crater Depth (mm) 

    Trial     

 Drop Height (m) 1 2 3 Average 

 .25         

 .45         

 .65         
      

Mass of ball bearing __ g = ___ kg    
 

Comparison of Crater Depths of a Marble and a Ball Bearing Dropped from Increasing Height 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.25  .45  .65 

Drop Height (m) 

 

Analysis Paragraph:   See Format                    

   

Level 1:  Define gravitational potential energy                      

Level 2:  Clearly identify the factors which influence how much GPE an object has      

Level 3:  See format for instructions. 

 Important:  You must only use data/observations that are recorded in your write up.   

                Which ball had the greatest potential energy? Why? 
Which ball had the least amount of potential energy? Why? 
How does the height of an object affect the potential energy of a system? 

Level 4: See format for instructions.          

                                                          

 

Conclusion  

 See format for instructions. 

 How did the results compare to your prediction? 

Crater 

 Depth  

(mm) 


